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Simon
says:_______________________________________________________
________
Hi Kerry and listeners. A big explosion just occurred in the Kennedy
space center. Simon was notified about it 4 minutes after it happened.
It is not nuclear. Here’s a photograph of it. What I do when I get news
of it, I put it around to all my Connecting Consciousness coordinators
in Europe and America. It was not clear if it was a deliberate
explosion, an accident or a “false flag”….

I want your listeners to please understand that this has been a
planned operation … a build up…thousands of troops and hundreds
of tanks up towards the old Russian border and in key locations in
towns.
The past two wars started in Germany…when a banking system is on
the verge of collapse; the elite, Mr. Rothschild, will seek to have a war
to re-invigorate the banking system; reinvigorate the economy and
start all over again.

We have 2 aspects of this we have not had before
The Satanic arm of the Illuminati are quite happy for Jacob
Rothschild and his gang to engineer a situation that causes a
collapse of some sort. But, unlike the Rothschilds that want to just
step back and then take a profit from it; this Satanic group wants a
complete war. They’re not interested in profit. What they are
interested in is reducing the population and bringing the western
economies to an absolute turmoil.
We have not seen that before because the 1st and 2nd world wars
were controlled.
This situation is not controlled. One of the key things is the Russian
President Putin, who cannot be manipulated by some of these very
bad people in the west. What was supposed to happen is that Russia
was going to react to the American military build-up and give a reason
for the United States to launch some form of preemptive strike. Mr.
Putin has not done that. That’s made it difficult.
Now, let’s look at Angela Merkel. If I was her and really cared about
my country and someone came to me and said, ‘you are finished
economically so what we are going to do is destroy your country; but
don’t worry – it is for the greater good. ‘ I don’t think I would be very
happy either. What Merkel did is basically sent a message to the
negative Illuminati saying, ‘we’re ready for the worst’. After she
announced that, she increased the warning for the people from 10
days of water and food to 14 days. For the last two years; I have
always said you need three weeks worth of food and water. She said,
‘we will bring in a form of conscription, we will increase our army. We
will have our petrol, food and water supplies at major dumps all over
Germany, which they are doing now. We will make our citizens selfsufficient and we will fight.
That was not expected. They thought that Angela Merkel would just
roll over and do what they wanted. That’s good for Germany, but it’s
very bad for my country, Great Britain. (I will explain that in a
moment). We also had another country known as Czechoslovakia, but

really it’s called the Czech Republic –they followed suit immediately.
But, something that has not been reported is the president of Czech.
Had a private conversation with his prime minister and asked him,
‘was it feasible to give every citizen a gun?’ That question was
definitely asked and I haven’t gotten an answer back. That’s how
serious it is. And we have the Finish government who shares a border
with Russia, saying the same thing –food and water supplies for ten
days. And, then we had a general in the Norwegian army suggesting
that all Norwegians should be armed.
So, what they think is going to happen is going to be war in that area.
I DON’T BELIEVE THERE IS. I think there could have been, if we had
anybody other than President Putin.
WHAT WE HAVE GOT IS A HUGE CRASH COMING AND I AM GOING
TO NAME THE BANK. DEUTSCHE BANK WILL BE THE FIRST TO GO.
Then, it’s either going to be CITY BANK IN THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA or BARCLAY’S BANK IN GREAT BRITAIN. WHEN THOSE 3
BANKS GO, THERE WILL BE AN ECONOMIC COLLAPSE IN THE
WESTERN WORLD, AND THERE WILL BE NO FOOD AND WATER
FOR A PERIOD OF ABOUT THREE WEEKS.
I think these major countries bordering Russia are not so concerned
about a war. They are more concerned about a deliberate attempt to
bring the economy down, and their countries being very weak to
protect that.
The other thing I want to say, is for the last 6 weeks; there have been
tanks moving through Romania. American tanks have been put down
in places where the media can’t find them, and made their way into
Romania and other multiple positions.
SO, WHY IS THIS BAD FOR MY COUNTRY, THE UK AND AMERICA?
Because, no matter what the media says, private polling in the United
States of America shows Mr. Trump with 60% of the vote. PRIVATELY
MR. TRUMP IS GOING TO WIN THE ELECTION. You know that in the
U.S., you have some very outdated machines that count the votes;

deliberately so. IT’S PSSIBLE TO ALTER UPWARDS OF ONE MILLION
VOTES, but the majority that Mr. Trump would get is so great, that
those counts would not be changed by the altering of those
machines. He would still win.
So, there is a real chance that President Obama WILL SEEK TO
POSTPONE THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, and you can’t do that
unless YOU HAVE A NATIONAL EMERGENCY. When the two twin
towers came down; they didn’t talk about martial law. They were
talking about bombing another country. But if there is another tower
incident that happens, the first thing they will do now is MARTIAL
LAW TO HOLD OFF THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.
There are two power factions in America that are key at the moment.
One is the politicians at capitol hill that are working through Hillary
Clinton, and the other is part of the military who are part of the
economic industrial complex that are supporting Donald Trump. IF
DONALD TRUMP BECOMES PRESIDENT; HE WILL WIPE AWAY
CAPITOL HILL AND THE SYSTEM THAT HAS BEEN THERE FOR
SUCH A LONG TIME. SO, THE POLITICIANS IN CAPITOL HILL WANT
TO STOP DONALD TRUMP AT ANY PRICE.
I DON’T KNOW HOW MANY OF YOUR VIEWERS HAVE SEEN THE
MAN WITH THE HYPODERMIC NEEDLE NEXT TO HILLARY CLINTON,
TRYING TO KEEP HER AWAKE AND ON HER FEET. She does most of
her campaigning from inside. She can very rarely go out. AND SOME
INFORMATION THAT PERHAPS NO ONE ELSE HAS COME FORWARD
WITH. HILLARY CLINTON HAS BEEN OFFERED A CLONE DOUBLE;
NOT A BODY DOUBLE – A CLONE DOUBLE. SHE HAS DECLINED
THAT BECAUSE SHE KNOWS IF SHE ALLOWS A CLONE IN, THEY
WILL TERMINATE HER BODY BECAUSE THEY WON’T NEED HER
ANY MORE. SHE’S TRAPPED and I feel very sorry for her actually.
She’s fighting an election she doesn’t want. She’s completely
manipulated and this could well be THE LAST FREE ELECTION YOU
HAVE IN THE STATES FOR QUITE SOME TIME.
That’s my news, but I want to finish it by saying, THIS IS NOT THE
END OF THE WORLD. THIS IS NOT ABOUT CATACLYSM AND THAT

WE ARE ALL DOOMED.
THIS IS LITERALLY ABOUT A PHASE THAT WE NEED TO GO
THROUGH TO COME OUT THE OTHER END, AND BE COMPLETELY
REBORN. So, we don’t need to be afraid or scared or concerned in
THAT way.
WE DO NEED TO TAKE PRECAUTIONS. WE NEED TO BE SAFE AND
WE NEED TO REALIZE THAT THE OFFICIAL MEDIA WILL NOT BE
TELLING US THE TRUTH. SO, I SAY AGAIN TO EVERYBODY, FORM
GROUPS, KEEP IN TOUCH. If you have a citizen band (CB) radio, use
that because they can’t jam that, and try and keep in touch with
everyone and be safe.
HOLD ON TO WHAT YOU BELIEVE IN. JUST BECAUSE SOMEONE IS
SAYING SOMETHING ON THE NEWS DOES NOT MEAN THAT’S TRUE.
I do NOT want to end saying the end of the world is nigh, because I
don’t believe it. I don’t want that message to be the energy message
here because it’s actually a positive message. You and I and others
know that WE ACTUALLY HAVE TO GO THROUGH SOME PAIN TO
COME OUT THE OTHER END.”
Kerry: Absolutely. Thank you so much Simon. I have a number of
questions. As Project Camelot; we were given some information in
advance by other insiders. We were told that their deadline is coming
up and the end of 2016 was to do the financial reset. We were told this
many years ago. And 2017. I think they are not on schedule and they
don’t know how to do the reset between now there's the election.
There is something about getting it done in 2016. And, 2017 is a whole
other ball game that may involve manufactured man-made earth
changes.
What they really want is to begin Armageddon, according to Leo
Zagami’s whistleblowing all those years ago. I think Putin is behind
the scenes stopping that. We have a lot of information that Italy was
hit by a tectonic weapon because it wasn’t on board with sending
troups into Syria and getting the whole thing escalated.

Simon: Everything you said, I agree with. You obtain different insider
sources than me, but they are coming from perhaps the same place.
It’s accurate. I would just add that it was absolutely a targeted energy
attack 150 miles south of Rome in Italy that produced the earthquake
and it was also a testing to get the right type of quake to see if you
can produce an earthquake that doesn’t trip everything and just has a
limited damaged area. It caused damage but not excessive damage.
This is very hard to maneuver with Mother Nature. I still think there is
a chance THEY MAY ATTEMPT TO TARGET THE SAN ANDREAS
FAULT IN CALIFORNIA IF THEY DON’T GET THEIR OWN WAY
EVERYWHERE ELSE.
We cannot talk about this without talking about the Kurdistan Jews.
As A Jewish person myself, I have always made a distinction between
being a Jew and being a Zionist. I wish more commentators would
actually understand the difference.
THERE ARE A GROUP OF THESE PEOPLE THAT ARE HELL-BENT
LITERALLY, ON FULFILLING THEIR PROPHECY. THESE PEOPLE
HAVE HAD GREAT INFLUENCE IN 9-11, THE SITUATION WITH MARS,
THE ROYAL FAMILY IN ENGLAND … many, many things. WHEREVER
THERE’S AN ISSUE, GENERALLY SPEAKING, WE WOULD FIND THIS
GROUP. THERE IS NO EXCEPTION HERE.
The history between Germany and the Jews is far more complicated
than any regular historian most understand.
I refer to Angela Merkel as the Archduke. In the first WW, the
Archduke was murdered and it started the ball rolling. As soon as
Angela Merkel refused to play ball with what this small group of
negative very influential Americans wanted; when she stood up to
them = that put her life even more on the line. I think it’s a botched
job in the motorcade. In a situation where someone tries to kill a highranking politician, your viewers already know the cameras are not
allowed to see anything. But, we have seen pictures of a man in
handcuffs. That was deliberate. The German authorities were showing
that people behind this man and those that would copy his actions this is what would happen. Normally, you would have a blank camera.

So, on German television, they showed the 4x4 and this man with
handcuffs on. They did that as a sign, ‘we got him, and you try it
again; we will obviously take it further’. So, that was power politics
using the media that didn’t understand it was being used.
So, it will always be Germany because Germany geographically is the
center of Europe. When we had the cold war, we expected the
Russian tanks to come through Germany. Also, Germany is a very
powerful economy. If you can destroy the German economy, you
really knock Europe back.
These negative people have been successful twice creating wars in
Germany, so why wouldn’t they go for a third time?
K: Could you perhaps address the Armageddon/Syria and the Turkey
situation?
S: There have been a number of countries including Canada who have
been edging back from the cliff; trying to disassociate themselves
with the policies coming out of the U.S. This does not refer to all the
decent, American people who live in the states. I am talking about
these few powerful people who are making these horrendous
judgments.
Basically, you look at ISIS and all these so-called terrorist groups that
have been funded through the same oil, through Saudi Arabia and
other countries. If you are going to start world war; the days of
starting it off in one go won’t work because people are media savvy.
People now are more prone to a gentle build-up. They’ll accept it
more. So, by looking at countries that don’t immediately affect the
economy such as Turkey, YOU CAN CREATE THE MINDSET THAT
THE WORLD IS A VERY UNSAFE PLACE AND WARS CAN BREAK
OUT ANYWHERE. SO, THEREFORE, PEOPLE WILL BUY INTO THE
CONCEPT THAT IT WAS GOING TIO HAPPEN ANYWAY. IT WAS
NATURAL AND THE WORLD WAS READY TO GO UP IN A
TINDERBOX. THIS IS A FORM OF MIND CONTROL; A GAME - TO

DEVELOP A PROBLEM WHERE YOU TAKE THE PEOPLE WITH YOU.
So, yes, Turkey was chosen because it is an incredibly important
country; part Christian and western, and the half that is Moslem is
not. It’s used as a buffer to keep out the ideas and energies of the
eastern world, shall we say. If that buffer was to go; there are lots of
things that people in the west would find out – secrets that would
filter through.
So, it was a 2-pronged approach: 1: To slap their president and
parliament on the head, and 2. To create an unstable situation that
would have more of an effect on Saudi Arabia and oil prices … So, it’s
about oil still.
K: We have this unexpected recent announcement from Obama to the
people in the U.S. It does portend that they would want to make a
move before the election rather than after the election. I had actually
been told that Hillary’s clone was already done and ready to go. It’s
interesting she is having such pronounced health issues. I am an
earth sensitive and I know they are activating HAARP again. There is
an escalation I am feeling here in the U.S. How does that relate to
Obama announced recently to store what’s happening in Germany to
us? I am also looking at the autumn equinox as a time they may
select.
S: You are right. There is a clone already to go., but what it doesn’t
have is a soul. HOW THEY’VE SOLD IT TO HILLARY IS THAT SHE IS
NOT CAPABLE NOW OF RUNNING AS PRESIDENT. WHAT SHE
SHOULD DO IS HAVE A CLONE WITH HER SOUL IN IT WHO COULD
GO OUT AND DO THE MEETINGS, AND IN THE EVENING WHEN SHE
WANTS TO SIT BY THE FIRE, SHE CAN HAVE HER SOUL BACK.
HILLARY CLINTON IS MANY THINGS BUT SHE IS NOT STUPID. SHE
KNOWS THAT ONCE SHE DOES THAT, SHE WILL BE FINISHED AND
THE REAL CLINTON WILL BE BURNED AND DESTROYED. AND THE
CLONE WILL BE ACTIVATED FOR ALL INTENTS AND PURPOSES.
SO, I TOTALLY AGREE WITH YOU. THE CLONE IS ALREADY UP AND
RUNNING BUT IT DOES NOT YET CONTAIN HER SOUL. THAT’S FOR

CLARITY.
President OBAMA WANTS THE COLLAPSE TO OCCUR AFTER THE
ELECTION. BUT THE PEOPLE WHO ARE REALLY RUNNING THE
SHOW WANT IT BEFORE THE ELECTION. THIS IS WHAT IS CAUSING
OBAMA GREAT PANIC - IN TRYING TO FIND WAYS OF STOPPING
THE ELECTION OR HOLDING IT UP.
OBAMA HAS BEEN LIED TO. HIS DEAL WAS THAT HE WOULD
FINISH HIS TERM OF OFFICE, BE THE FIRST BLACK PRESIDENT,
AND EVERYTHING WOULD BE WONDERFUL. AND, WHEN IT ALL
WENT WRONG, IT WASN’T ANYTHING TO DO WITH HIM.
THESE PEOPLE CAN’T WAIT…BECAUSE OF THE TIMELINES. We are
on the same timeline, but we are on a different portion of that timeline
and they want to push it earlier.
Like many people, I said October 2016 is a key date. I am looking
wrong. It looks like it is earlier. IT LOOKS LIKE 4 WEEKS OUT.
ALTHOUGH I HAVE ALWAYS SAID OCTOBER, IT COULD BE
SEPTEMBER.
So, Obama wants this AFTER his presidency, but the people pulling
the strings want it before his presidency.
THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF HAVING WATER AND FOOD FOR 3
WEEKS IS NOT ABOUT A WAR THAT WILL WIPE OUT AMERICA. IT IS
TO DO WITH DISRUPTION OF THE SUPPLY SYSTEM.
I DO PREDICT AN ATTACK IN MY COUNTRY, BRITAIN, AND IN THE
UNITED STATES. IT’S A “FALSE FLAG” ATTACK. I DON’T SEE A
DISRUPTIVE BOMB IN BRITAIN. I SEE IT KNOCKING OUT ALL OF
THE FINANCIAL SECTOR; THE CITY OF LONDON. It’s a city within the
city, the golden mile where the stock bond and shares exist. IF THIS
WAS TAKEN OUT, IT WOULD HAVE A HUGE AFFECT
PREDOMINENTLY ACROSS THE WESTERN WORLD. SO, I
GENUINELY SEE A HIGH PROBABILITY TO KNOCK OUT THE
ECONOMIC BACKBONE OF THE WESTERN WORLD AND NO BETTER

WAY THAN TAKING OUT THE CITY OF LONDON.
NOW, IF YOU COULD COMBINE THAT WITH SOME FORM OF
PHYSICAL ATTACK IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, YOU
HAVE ALL THE REASON YOU NEED TO ORDER MARTIAL LAW AND
TO BRING THE TROOPS ON THE STREET. TO GIVE EVERYBODY IN
THE UNITED STATES WHO WEARS A UNIFORM, no matter what that
uniform is to give them power of a police officer. You’ll have A 3-DAY
SITUATION where their system will work and they will knock on
people’s doors that they don’t like and put them in FEMA camps. After
the 3rd day, that will break down, and whatever system they are trying
to run will not work.
Again, I don’t want this as a fear-based interview because you and I
both know Kerry passionately, that we are all going to come through
this. The point is, I WANT PEOPLE TO BE AWARE SO WHEN THEY
SEE THIS HAPPENING, THEY DON’T GO INTO PANIC MODE. They will
say, ‘oh yes, I was listening or reading about this, and I now know
what I need to do.’
Great Britain, North America and Germany are the 3 key countries.
Russia is key but Russia is absolutely doing nothing. It’s keeping out
of it.
K: But these guys fund both sides in a war.
S: Yes
K: So are they going to attack as a cosmetic attack, like the removal
of a great deal of money under the distraction of Sandy Hook to
Colorado.
S: Well, when the Twin Towers came down, there was a huge amount
of gold that was being shipped through the underground
passageways. It was used as a cover. I know you know what most
people don’t. There is a difference now. There is no money left in the
world. There is no real wealth left. That which was left is either owned
by China, George Sorros, the Rothschilds and one or two other

people. So what you can do is put out a situation that the value of a
company drops by 60-70%, although it’s valueless, and then you can
come in and buy it and make your money. That’s what they have
always done with these recessions. The difference is they are not
attacking themselves. What they are saying is: the system that we
have created – we are now in uncharted waters. I’m talking to the
Rothschilds - FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THEIR OWN HISTORY-THEY
DON’T KNOW WHAT’S AROUND THE CORNER. ALL THEY KNOW IS
THAT THEY SUCKED OUT SO MUCH WEALTH, THERE’S VERY
LITTLE LEFT FOR THEM. SO, THEY ARE QUITE HAPPY FOR IT TO
FALL TO PIECES AND GO IN AND BUY IT ALL OUT. SO, IT IS NOT A
SECRET STRATEGY. IT’S NOT A COVER LIKE BEFORE - TO MOVE
GOLD TO MARS, OR SOMEWHERE ELSE. THAT’S GONE.
ALL THE U.S. HAS IS A GREAT QUANTITY OF SILVER. The great
quantity of gold is in China. So, it’s not about a false cover. It’s
actually about wiping everything away and re-starting up again. There
is nothing worth saving from their perspective economically. The
Deutsche bank owes so much money; it’s a pinprick away from
completely going, THAT’S HOW CLOSE IT IS.
WHAT MANY PEOPLE DON’T UNDERSTAND ABOUT BANKS IS
BECAUSE THEY SEE IT DURING THE DAY. WHEN A BANK CLOSES,
IT DOES IT’S REAL BUSINESS. FROM MIDNIGHT TO 5:00 OR 6:00 IN
THE MORNING IS WHEN IT DOES ALL IT’S TRADING; MONEY THAT
THEY REALLY MAKE. DEUTSCHE BANK EACH TIME THEY TRADE
NOW, IS JUST A FEW HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS SHORT OF
GOING BROKE - EACH TIME THEY TRADE DURING THESE CLOSED
HOURS.
I PREDICT: THAT WHEN ONE BANK GOES, IT WILL BE 4-6 TIMES
WORSE THAN WHEN LEHMAN BROTHERS FELL! WE CAN THEN
UNDERSTAND A LARGE HYPER-MARKET THAT ORDERS IT’S
SHARE ELECTRONICALLY AND IN THE MORNING; THERE IS NO
ELECTRONIC WAY FOR THE PEOPLE TO ORDER ANYTHING. THAT’S
WHY THE GOVERNMENT IS SAYING, ‘WE THINK YOU WILL NEED 2
WEEKS OF FOOD AND WATER’ BECAUSE THEY THINK IT WILL

TAKE THEM TWO WEEKS TO GET THE SYSTEM BACK RUNNING.
I want to talk about my country, the UK. You can hold up to 75,000
pounds and the bank has made it quite clear that if an emergency
arises, it will take your money. But, in 21 days, they will give it back to
you. If you have more than 75,000 pounds, they won’t give it back.
This is robbery. TAKE YOUR MONEY OUT OF THE BANK. One minute
to midnight, everyone’s bank will be emptied electronically. IT’S AN
OFFICIAL POLICY, BUT PEOPLE ARE SO PROGRAMMED AS LONG
AS THEY CAN GET MONEY OUT, THEY THINK IT WON’T HAPPEN.
THERE’S A FALL BACK POSITION TO NOT GIVE PEOPLE BACK ALL
THEIR MONEY IF THEY NEED IT. Do you have something like that in
the U.S. Kerry?
K: Yes, you are federally insured up to a certain limit, but they can
play with rules anyway. Of course, there is no guarantee they will give
money back to you in the UK - right?
Greece may be a perfect example. FDIC may be very suspicious
anyway, being part of the Feds, a privately owned corporation…as
most deep researchers know.
In terms of Britain and this set up along the Russian border. China is
also notifying it’s people. In the south China Sea, there's threats
between US and China - something is going on. China is supposed to
get pulled into the Syrian situation.
S: China is the big problem for the states because 1/3 of the world’s
gold is held by China banks. You also have two sides of the coin
working. China, America and Russian ships are working together to
blockade some of the gold coming out of the south sea mines of the
Rothschilds. China did a deal with the banking system of America that
if they were to move across to a silver standard and give up some of
their individuals, they would be given the codes to be part of the new
world banking system. There was a very high level meeting to debate
this offer. The executive agreed with it along with many of the top
families of the world. The International Monetary Fund, run by a very
able women turned around and said, ‘yeah, we are going to work with

the Chinese’. The politicians and some of the crazies are hell- bent on
escalation to save themselves and the others knowing that they are
looking down a financial hole. We are not viewing a coordinated
strategy. It’s hard to differentiate.
The US navy is probably the most sensible and independent arm of
the forces. The Navy’s offices were targeted and got blown up on
purpose in the Pentagon because they have always been independent
and care about their grandchildren and the earth.
K: People are calling in with questions: Where is the gold held?
S: People of the world think it’s held in Fort Knox. There is nothing in
Fort Knox. It was in Hong Kong Shanghai bank actually. It’s not there
now. It’s most likely been taken to Mars. That’s a whole news story.
China asked for payment in gold. The gold was delivered apparently.
What happens is shipments are done by weight and numbers. You
load it onto a truck, check the weight and that’s all. The Chinese had a
tip-off and drilled into the bullion. It was 24-carat gold plate with
Tungsten bars underneath. Tungsten has the same specific gravity as
gold so it will come up as the same weight.
Mer (I believe it was David Wilcock who first broke that news).
So the Chinese said, ‘okay you have no gold to pay us – we’ll have
real estate. That’s why so many American ports and toll bridges are
owned by the Chinese … and Boston Harbor. Real Estate is all
America had to give. Useless paper dollars are no good to them. They
wanted tangible assets. The port taxes and bridge tolls all go to China
now. That’s when China knew it could really begin to put the squeeze
on.
China has reached a point that it is polluting it’s country to such an
extent, that in the next 5 years, it will no longer expand. India will be
the next China. Chinese are looking at materials that make circuit
boards- to stockpile of key elements, platinum, uranium for high end
electronics. The Secret Space Program uses combos of minerals also

that are not quite as good as the off-planet minerals we can find on
asteroids and other places; but passable. Organizations within
organizations are trying to protect their own empire.
For instance, Americans say, we have to have a flee …. the SSP is an
asset. So, will it become a special police force of it’s own or what?
Many questions are being asked.
K: WHAT WOULD YOU RECOMMEND IN TERMS OF ANYBODY
KEEPING THEIR MONEY IN BANKS NOW?
S: What I will say is that I am not personally investing in any banks at
the moment. I AM AWARE THAT MONEY IN THE BANK CAN BE
TAKEN TOMORROW. THERE IS NO SAFE PLACE IN THE SYSTEM TO
PUT MONEY NOW. SILVER AND PLATINUM IS QUITE GOOD. YOU
CAN’T GO TO A LOCAL STORE TO BUY FOOD WITH SILVER
HOWEVER.
YOU ARE BETTER OFF INVESTING IN FOOD AND WATER AND
SOMETHING TANGIBLE. HURRY UP AND BUY YOUR HOUSE
BECAUSE THAT CAN’T BE TAKEN FROM YOU.
K: WHAT SHOULD PEOPLE DO?
S: In Iceland, they overthrew their own government - went into the
parliament building and physically threw their lawmakers on the
street and 3 bankers were jailed. It was bloodless. You don’t need a
revolution. Leave that to the military. The military has absolutely no
intention of their children being treated badly in the future. There will
always be some that do whatever they are told. The vast majority of
military will not do it. They will turn on their own government. Citizens
need to say, ‘I am not doing that. That is illegal’, and that push back
will trigger a bigger sense of conscience on the part of the police. I
am not advocating violence.
Also, have someone in your neighborhood group that knows
medicine; a doctor or nurse would be useful.

K: People who want to leave the U.S. - where should they go?
S: Russia - that surprises everyone no doubt. The American
government created a recession by altering the oil prices. Russia has
the greatest growth of any country in the world. Russia has paid
almost all it’s debt off. Wages and pensions have gone up and the
standard of living has gone up there. Then of course, America
attacked Russia by bringing the oil prices down. That was a half joke.
No matter where you go, you will be impacted. Think about saying, “I
love wherever I live'. I wouldn’t want to be on a flood plane. You might
want to be where your family is – all together”.
REMEMBER- IT’S BEST WITH OUR CONSCIOUSNESS TO SAY, I
DON’T THINK THE WORSE WILL HAPPEN. IT WILL BE A SMALL
PROBLEM THAT BY WORKING TOGETHER, WE CAN GET OVER.
OUR CONSICOUSNESS WILL FORCE GOOD ENERGY IN.
K: Someone is asking about ancient sites.
S: We can talk about the situation of the past on Lemuria and Atlantis
and how the arrogance and the drive for corrupt power and
technology caused supposedly very great nations to destroy
themselves…but never the less, led to the Agarthan ‘Hollow Earth’
movement. And how because of these ancient cataclysms that
occurred; it’s imprinted in our psyche ]- of tidal waves and water
coming across.
We’ve got several situations. We have the potential of the Planet X/
Nibiru causing some type of tidal disturbance. We have the potential
of some neutron-type bomb being detonated off the Canary Isles
which would cause a man-made tidal wave . Many, many cultures
have had the ‘remote viewing’ capability; not just 20th and 21st
century people. Back in the old days, it was shared by non-elite
people who have divined many timelines where they see cataclysmic
ends. So, the best way to warn future people is to leave some form of
marker, carving, or statue near the ocean. This is perhaps to say to
the ocean, ‘please don’t do this again,’ or perhaps to say, ‘People, this
is a way marker because this is a point that is dangerous'. I am aware

of those markers and there are many more which the authorities have
destroyed and removed.
K: Yes. Do you think there will be an ‘alien invasion’ if the war starts.
We already have an alien invasion, but most people don't know that. -but go ahead Simon.
S: I’ve been quite careful with the Planet X information; simply
because there is an arm of the elite that would like to use the potential
of Nibiru as a ‘false flag.’ In other words, to say, ‘This is an alien
invasion, and we need martial law'. I’ve always said to people, ‘if you
are being encouraged to see something, it must be fake.’ If you’ve
been told, ‘there is nothing there, don’t waste your time, move along
please – then it’s obviously real’. This is because the authorities only
want to show you what they want to show you. So, if they tell you to
go by telescopes so you can see it, it’s because they want you to see
it and manipulate the story around it.
False flag alien invasion-yes-still very much in the cards. For the last
four years, I have warned that the American elite have first generation
black triangle flying craft given to them by the ‘Gray’ aliens. They’ve
back engineered that. They have little Gray aliens with no souls in
them that are robotic. They have already shot footage of supposed
firefights between plasma weapon armed Grays and Navy Seals,
which would be shown on Fox News and CNN, as proof of the brave
boys in the U.S. fighting the aliens.
So don’t think that 2001 Space Odyssey movie was the only attempt
to create moon landings. This is just one card in a hand of cards that
these people play. The difficulty is – and you said it earlier today
Kerry quite succinctly – that their time to create all this for their own
agenda is so narrow now. The end of 2016 is when they have to play
their final cards. By 2017, there will be no more cards for them to play.
So, whatever they lay on the table by 2017, that’s what they are
playing for.
At the moment, they are still passing cards to each other, because
they only have one or two. So that’s how I try to describe the situation

they are in.
K: Yes, I think that is quite accurate. Some caller wants to know
during these challenging times, what’s the best attitude to maintain?
S: That’s a lovely question. It really is a nice one to have. STRENGTH,
DETERMINATION and CONFIDENCE. Confidence that we didn’t just
all come here to die. We didn’t all come here on this planet to say,
‘okay, that’s it – off we go’. WE CAME HERE TO EVOLVE. WE CAME
HERE TO GO FORWARD, AND WE CAME HERE TO CREATE LIFE;
whatever that might be. That’s what we came here for.
JUST BECAUSE A FEW MAD, CRAZY PEOPLE WANT TO DO
SOMETHING DOESN’T MEAN IT HAS TO HAPPEN. IF THE VAST
MAJORITY OF THE HUMAN RACE WAKE UP AND SAY, ‘YOU CAN’T
DO THAT IN MY NAME’ -THEN, IT WILL NOT HAPPEN.
SO, WHAT I NEED PEOPLE TO DO PERSONALLY AND I DO THAT
WITH MY 'CONNECTING CONSCIOUSNESS' GROUPS – FORM
GROUPS & EXCHANGE PHONE NUMBERS AND EMAILS. MEET
REGULARLY – BOTH PHYSICALLY AND ONLINE. IF THE SYSTEM
COMES DOWN - TRY TO ALREADY HAVE CB RADIOS AND BE IN
TOUCH; AND IF YOU CAN’T BE IN TOUCH – GO THROUGH IT IN
YOUR MIND OF ‘HOW YOU ARE GOING TO BE STRONG?’ IF YOU
HAVE FOOD AND WATER, STAY INDOORS. IF YOU HAVE PETS,
HAVE FOOD FOR THEM. ALL YOU HAVE TO SAY IS, ‘THIS WILL
WORK IT’S WAY OUT. WE HAVE TO HAVE THIS TO COME OUT
STRONGER ON THE OTHER END.'
AND IF YOU ARE TOLD TO GO TO A MEETING STATION TO BE
INNOCULATED - DON’T GO!!! DON’T HAVE INNOCULATIONS. THERE
IS NO REASON FOR THAT. THEY ARE NEGATIVE. SAY, ‘YOU CAN
NOT DO THAT IN MY NAME - IT WILL NOT HAPPEN.” IF THEY WANT
YOU TO GO TO A ‘SAFE PLACE’, DO NOT DO IT. YOU WILL END UP
IN A FEMA CAMP.
STAY STRONG. MOST OF WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO HEAR ON

YOUR MAIN CHANNELS ARE SIMPLY TO LIE TO YOU.
K: They are flooding Europe with refugees and this seems to be an
end game move and factors into the Angela Merkel situation. She
lowered the bar so that more refugees could flood into Germany didn’t she?
S: Yes she did. Over a million people came that don’t look the same,
speak the same, or dress the same. That’s part of destabilizing. In the
second World War, Nazi Germany dropped as many bombs on the city
of London in Great Britain as they could; thinking that they could
break the spirit of London. They never did. The reason was that on
every street, somebody knew somebody. Everybody got together at
night. They all played cards together, made tea or coffee – sang …
they did all that.
If I bring in a million people that don’t eat the same way, speak the
same way etc.; and something happens – there isn’t that cohesion to
create the strength of society. The whole point of bringing these
refugees in is, when the super markets close, when there are no more
social security handouts – you will have one million angry men who
don’t speak the language going on a rampage. It destabilizes the
country. It keeps the police busy. It keeps the army busy. It totally
leaves you at the control of elite people outside. That’s the whole
reason for flooding you with refugees. Let me make this clear. These
people are victims. I do not have anything against these migrants. The
migrants were lied to and promised food and jobs when they got here.
They thought life would be better. It is a cruel lie. The refugees were
used as political pawns to put pressure on governments. To finish
your question Kerry of ‘why did Angela Merkel agree to it?’
I said in one of my first alerts, the elite turned against Angela Merkel,
because Angela Merkel had played the game, done everything they
wanted, brought in the refugees, and then she realized she was
signing her own death warrant. Let’s be blunt about it. She was going
to destroy the country and she would have nothing to be chancellor
of. So, she started back tracking because she saw she had no control
over her country. American tanks are active in Germany. Nobody

asked her permission. It’s like the nuclear submarines that are ‘Great
Britain’ but we can’t fire them. The only one that can fire them is
America.
SO, NO SOVEREIGN COUNTRY ACTUALLY HAS A SOVEREIGN
GOVERNMENT. SO, NOW, individual governments are beginning to
say, ‘I don’t want this’. It will be Angela Merkel who is surrounded by
mobs of angry German people that will hold her to account. It won’t
be someone in America. These European leaders are realizing they
better do something quickly. So, that’s what is playing out now.
K: There is also an aspect that this is an Illuminati ploy to create a
One World Police force starting with Europe. They create chaos and
then they want to bring order out of chaos so they say, oh by the way
we need to have a police force to keep order in these countries. Of
course, everyone knows that this financial reset and all of it is aimed
at getting this One World Government agenda in place.
S: You are accurate. The only problem they underestimated was that
they would have to bring in people who didn’t speak the language of
the country they were policing. That’s why you have actually large
numbers of people from the old Yugoslavia. Very few Americans
would undertake the type of orders that they would be given. There
are a large number of people now from the Eastern European block
that are now in NATO uniform. It can’t work because they will not
have enough people. Think of all your countries. It is a plan that
they’ve had for twenty years, at least to my knowledge. They don’t
have the manpower. So, that can’t work. It might work in one or two
countries. Having a one European police force; people will be so
untrusting by that time of their leaders – that it can’t work. The ability
of world leaders to engage with their public is reaching zero anyway.
Like wiping out 75% of the world population; it was one of their plans
that was on the table and disappeared and came back again. Both of
them actually recently came back on the table, to my knowledge.
They’re back on the table because they can’t find anything else. It’s
not so much that that’s what they are going to try to do - it’s more that
they have just come back full circle.

K: One of my insiders said before Brexit happened - that there was a
plan to separate from the city of London totally. That appeared to
happen - they are isolated.
S: 75-95% of the world’s elite all wanted Great Britain to stay within
the European Union. All believed the voters of Great Britain would
keep the country in Europe, and it would be steady as she goes. A
handful of people at the very top of the pyramid decided as part of the
destabilizing plan –that they would make sure Britain voted to leave;
the Brexit. It doesn’t mean that they altered the counting machines or
ballot papers. What actually happened was night after night after
night; they insured that their friends in media ran images of nonEuropean people, desperately hungry pushing through borders,
rioting and fighting. If people are so media savvy, you have to ask
yourself, why would they show these images in Great Britain on major
national television and major newspapers every day of the week.
That’s because they knew every time they did that; that was another
vote to leave.
Your informant is absolutely correct. The plan was that Britain would
leave Europe but the City of London would be floated away. It’s
already like Capital Hill in your country and the Vatican – like a
separate entity. That would be separate and therefore could carry on
the trade… But, actually, it would be separate form the government of
England and therefore would become it’s own entity and very much
more powerful. It wouldn’t have to pay homage to anybody.
That was literally put forward by the new mayor of London. He had
only been in office a few days, and he then just came out with this
nonsense… ‘Oh, well the City of London could be separate’….It was
on the table and they looked into the possibility of it…if you are going
to be knocked out anyway, what difference does it make? If someone
is going to come and curtail your business; it doesn’t matter if you
are going to be part of the country or separate; you would cease to
exist. And, because there is a very serious plan to make the City of
London to temporarily cease to exist – that’s dropped off the table
because that is not their big concern now. The big concern for them

now is just survival.
Your information is accurate but what is accurate one minute to
midnight is not necessarily accurate the following day.
K: What about Snowden?
S: Let’s talk about the number of very good people who have left the
planet recently. Many have been murdered even though many of them
looked as though they have committed suicide or drug overdose. In
most cases, they were removed because they were a threat. There
have been some very lovely people who have gone. It’s a great shame
that black magicians have been very active at targeting good people.
It’s because it’s the end game; not the end of the world. I think these
people are full of malice, full of anger and they are just striking out
now at people they have come into contact with and for whatever
reason, they really dislike. I won’t name any names. Many wonderful,
beautiful people have left before their time, simply because those
people took a dislike to them. People like Julian Assange who have
spoken out, and websites have been attacked simply because
someone is just angry. It’s not about justice. I need to explain this.
These black magicians (that Illuminati use) are sick in the head and
they will just attack somebody for no apparent reason, other than they
just feel slighted by them.
I get very cross with certain aspects on a particular website which I
won’t mention but you have contact with Kerry – where somebody
dies and that many people come out and say, ‘this person was a
druggie' or what have you. Did they ever meet that person?
I would just say to people: There is a war going on in the unseen
world - in the air and in the ether between the forces of good and the
forces of not-so-good. I would like to say to these people, rather than
writing about their negative opinions, why don’t you go do something
positive for the forces of good; like donate to Kerry’s site, or help
David Icke. Do something positive. Do something to help the planet
because ever little bit helps.

I NEED EVERYBODY WHO BELIEVES IN TRUTH AND JUSTICE, NOT
TO JUST SIT IN THEIR ARMCHAIR AND MOAN AND GROWN. DO
SOMETHING POSITIVE, NO MATTER HOW SMALL.
K: Absolutely. I love London and it’s a very international city. This
possible attack - do you have any advice for people traveling to and
from London?
S: What I could say to people is clear. If you are traveling over that
period of time, you will be disrupted. There is no question about that.
You will have your passport checked many times ...
K: Sorry everyone. We just lost contact with Simon.
S: That’s very useful. We just had the police at the door. That’s okay.
They just wanted to know if everything was all right. (Kerry and Simon
chuckle).
S: That’s unbelievable. Everything is all right so we will just carry on
then. They just don’t like the truth to continue; typical. Kerry- planes
are not going to drop out of the sky. That’s not what’s going to
happen.
WHAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN IS THAT THERE WILL BE A LOCK
DOWN. IT WILL BE VERY HARD FOR A FEW DAYS TO OBTAIN THE
BASIC STAPLES OF LIFE. I SUGGEST THAT PEOPLE DO NOT
TRAVEL IN OCTOBER. I PERSONALLY WOULDN’T DO IT. IT COULD
BE EARLIER THAN THAT.
WATCH THE SILVER AND GOLD PRICE. IF YOU SEE A SUDDEN
SPIKE, YOU HAVE GOT SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 12-24 HOURS
BEFORE SOMETHING HAPPENS BY THE ELITE. There is money
killing to be made and people will be involved in that. Remember,
when the Twin Towers came down, United Airline shares changed
dramatically some 12 hrs. before hand.
S: I need to go now because the situation downstairs is somewhat
interesting. Please don’t have any concern for me. The police are

outside the house and nothing bad is going to happen. The fact that
they turned up says, ‘we are making an impact.’ God bless to you and
all your listeners and viewers.
K: Thank you so much Simon for coming onto the show and putting
yourself out this way. We have 1500 LIVE viewers. That’s got to be a
record on YouTube. … Stay positive & thank you so much.

